Abstract: Nonlinear nonparametric statistics (NNS) algorithm offers new tools for curve fitting.
Introduction

12
In a recent paper [1] demonstrate a nonlinear regression (NNS) algorithm comprised of partial 13 moment quadrant means originally presented in [2] . NNS quadrant means are generated according to 14 an order parameter O, such that 4 (O−1) quadrant means are calculated from a hierarchical partitioning 15 internally used with partial moment statistics. Central to this technique is the claim and proof that 16 linearly connecting these quadrant means will perfectly fit any underlying f (x) in the limit at some 17 finite O.
18
Our motivation for writing this paper is as follows. Polynomial type curve fitting methods claim x-not tailor-made for each observation. Nadaraya-Watson type kernel regression users must choose 22 both a kernel function (e.g. Gaussian) and a bandwidth parameter h. These choices are subject to a 23 well-known trade-off. As h tends to zero, the bias diminishes but variance increases. NNS algorithm, 24 also available as an R package is subject to a similar trade-off, but contains features mitigating both 25 concerns while retaining the perfect fit ability. The variance in NNS is reduced due to the use of linear 26 segments between regression points. The bias can be reduced by increasing the number of regression 27 points (and by extension linear segments) used in the estimate. Of course this bias reduction comes at 28 the expense of increasing variance, but the linear segments do not permit much variability of estimates.
29
The claim that kernel methods are intrinsically approximate can be verified as follows. Assume we want to approximate a density φ(x) defined as the limit of the central difference among (cumulative) distribution functions Φ:
the former affords greater flexibility by offering a large spectrum of possible fits from linear to perfect.
48
Such flexibility in turn allows NNS to use an internal dependence measure to ascertain the signal to 49 noise ratio (SNR) and restrict the order accordingly. Spline interpolation shares this approach, albeit 50 with different techniques. Splines can fit any f (x) in a similar limit condition whereby the number 51 of knots (analogous to NNS quadrant means) will equal the number of observations. One popular 52 method to avoid overfitting with splines is to impose a penalization upon the piecewise polynomial 53 components to optimize the fit. A linear spline is defined as
where b i refers to the weight of each linear function and (x − k i ) + refers to the ith linear function with 55 a knot at k i . The weights are then chosen by satisfying
where C is a penalization criteria. But again, there is no agreed upon best method to determine an 57 optimal penalization criterion. NNS's proposed use of dependence for this task has the benefit of being 58 objective and admitting replicable results.
59
Our free parameter SNR also permits future independent research to be seamlessly incorporated implying shorter (longer) linear segments. Low SNR requires a greater need to avoid overfitting.
64
[1] offer a complete analysis of goodness of fits and partial derivatives against varying degrees
k-means Objective
78
The k-means objective is to identify k sets S i of clusters and points x belonging to each cluster 79 which minimizes the within-cluster sum of squares:
NNS Objective
81
The NNS partition dual objective is to identify set S i where each cluster results from a partial 82 moment quadrant and to identify point z that minimizes the within quadrant sum of squares.
Since the arithmetic mean (µ) is a least-squares estimator, this satisfies the minimization of the 84 within-quadrant sum of squares objective, thus z i = µ i for any given quadrant. Weierstrass' (1885) famous Approximation Theorem states that any continuous function ( f (x)) can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a polynomial (p n (x)) of a sufficiently high degree (n). That is, given a compact set K so that x ∈ K, and > 0, there exists an n offering a "close" approximation defined by:
Implications
87
Unlike polynomial approximations, NNS offers a perfect, not approximate, limiting fit to f (x) denoted by f O (x), for a finitely large order parameter O. That is, given a compact set K so that x ∈ K, there exists a finitely large O satisfying:
The proof is straightforward. We start with observed values of x and f (x). As O increases, the number 88 of sets and line segments joining set means increase exponentially according to 4 (O−1) , until each 89 observation becomes its own set mean in the limit.
90
Because NNS increases exponentially from a base of 4, this finite limit condition O will occur 91 much more quickly than a corresponding polynomial degree. Then, f (x) = f O (x) must hold, implying 92 a perfect fit in the limit. Similarly in a limit condition, k-means will have every observation occupy 93 its own cluster, demonstrating an equivalence to NNS quadrants. Uni-and multivariate examples 94 demonstrating NNS fitting and quadrants (clusters) in this limit condition follow from [6] .
95
The plan of the remaining paper is as follows. Section 2 considers a somewhat hard nonlinear The NNS algorithm assigns each observation a special identification number reflecting the 117 quadrant where it ultimately falls. In vector quantization, this step is analogous to the "codebook" 118 which represents the "codevectors". The codevectors are the segment means from a vector quantization 119 partitioning, and are very similar to NNS cluster points as defined above. Again, the primary difference 120 is the lack of an initial specification of a number of desired points for NNS. The sequence of partitioning 121 and assignment of quadrant identifications for each observation is included here for completeness.
122 Table 1 presents the special identification numbers for our univariate example in the limit In the third column entitled "quadrant", the format "q..." describes the sequential partitions. For 128 the first observation, "q44444" was first assigned a partition "4", as noted in column "order. : 62 q22444  62 q2  q22  q224  q2244  q22444  17: 67 q21444  67 q2  q21  q214  q2144  q21444  18: 68 q21144  68 q2  q21  q211  q2114  q21144  19: 69 q14444  69 q1  q14  q144  q1444  q14444  20: 70 q14414  70 q1  q14  q144  q1441  q14414  21: 71 q14144  71 q1  q14  q141  q1414  q14144  22: 73 q12444  73 q1  q12  q124  q1244  q12444  23: 75 q12414  75 q1  q12  q124  q1241  q12414  24: 78 q12144  78 q1  q12  q121  q1214  q12144  25: 83 q12114  83 q1  q12  q121  q1211  q12114  26:  8 q34444  8 q3  q34  q344  q3444  q34444  27: 20 q34244  20 q3  q34  q342  q3424  q34244  28: 25 q34144  25 q3  q34  q341  q3414  q34144  29: 33 q32444  33 q3  q32  q324  q3244  q32444  30: 35 q31444  35 q3  q31  q314  q3144  q31444  31: 38 q31244  38 q3  q31  q312  q3124  q31244  32: 39 q31144  39 q3  q31  q311  q3114  q31144  33: 58 q13444  58 q1  q13  q134  q1344  q13444  34: 69 q13244  69 q1  q13  q132  q1324  q13244  35: 70 q13144 70 q1 q13 q131 q1314 q13144
Multivariate Iris Quadrants (Clusters)
139
We use Fisher's celebrated 'iris' dataset using the categorical variable "Species" as the dependent 140 variable to illustrate the multivariate case.
141 Figure 6 demonstrates the perfect fit and classification achieved by NNS along the bottom right. Table 2 shows the truncated output of the multivariate NNS classification using O = 4.
148
Column 1 is the observation number, "y" is the dependent variable representing the 3 species types of 149 iris, "NNS identifier" is the sequence of identifications assigned to each observation and "fitted value" 150 is the NNS prediction of the 'iris' dependent variable.
151
The multivariate identifications are not simply quadrant identifications as in the univariate case.
152
These identifications are derived from the "regression point matrix" (RPM) internal to NNS, for ease Since 'iris' has 4 regressors and 150 observations, the maximum dimensions (in the limit condition 157 whereby every observation is a quadrant mean) of the RPM will be a 150×4 (row-column) matrix.
158
The reason for these alternative identifications is straightforward, efficiency. For 4 regressors, a each regressor is aligned with its first regression point not partial moment quadrant, each regressor will 163 be assigned a "1". Thus, we have only 4, not 16 digits in our NNS identifier for multiple regressors.
164
The phrase "unique observation set" refers to the dependent variable y and a matrix of regressors
165
X for the i-th observation, (y, X) i and the identification simply assigns the interval number (1, 2, 3 Now focus on the first line of Table 2 having the entry: "3.7.2.2" in the "NNS identifier" column.
170
It means the first 'iris' regressor "Sepal.length" was assigned a "3", or x 1 = 1 because its value (5.1) Table 2 shows that the categorical variable y and the fitted valueŷ are identical, as does the R 2 201 Figure 6 , proving a perfect fit in a finite order by NNS for the iris data. 
Additional Visualizations
203
We present a univariate and multivariate 3d visualization of the progression of NNS fitting. The following R code is used to generate an NNS fit of increasing orders on a periodic sine wave. 
Conclusion
217
In conclusion, curve fitting is an old and important problem with a long history. High order 218 polynomials and kernel regressions are intrinsically approximate. This paper uses artificial univariate 219 y = f (x) data and the well-known multivariate iris data to illustrate and display how a newer NNS 220 algorithm reaches a perfect fit while using quadrants as clusters along the way. We offer analogies
221
to existing techniques such as k-means and codevectors when defining NNS clusters and explain 222 the differences in objective functions / initial parameter specifications. We also illustrate quadrant 223 identifiers internal to NNS for univariate and multivariate cases which help speed the algorithm.
224
The perfect fit in finite steps is not claimed to be directly usable in practice since some noise 225 is always present. In sampling theory sample size is sometimes determined after specifying the 226 error rate, which is possible because the perfect result (exact value of the population parameter) is 227 potentially available. We are currently working on extending NNS to nonparametric regressions,
228
providing a similar capability to first choose an error rate and then obtain a nonparametric fit. All
229
this is now feasible due to the perfect fit in relatively simple finite steps described here. In any case,
230
NNS fills a gap in the nonparametric regression literature by offering flexibility which in turn yields 231 high quality interpolation and extrapolation from a nonparametric fit illustrated in [1] . Even though the paper does not discuss extrapolation and interpolation of fitted nonparametric 287 regression functions in detail, the following code illustrates the ease with which these tasks are 
